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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let I= [a, b] be a compact real interval and B= B(I) (resp. C= C(I)) 
be the Banach space of all bounded (resp. continuous) real functions /’ on 
I with the uniform norm llfll = sup{ If(x)\ :x E I>. For any integer n 2 1 9 let 
Q={p=(p,,p,,...,p,)ER”f’:a=p,dp,~ .‘. <pn=b$* 
Then, I2 is compact in R” + I. Given a p e Q, define intervals I, = [ pjpi- I ) pj)? 
for l<j<n-1, and In=[~nPl,~n]. Let 
K(p)= {hEB: (-l)% is nonincreasing on I,, 1 <j<nj. 
K(p) is called the set of all n-piecewise monotone functions with the knot 
vector p. Some functions in K(p) have more than one knot vector. In 
general, the set of all knot vectors for a given function in K(p) is a convex 
subset of 8, as may be easily seen. Next, let K= u (K(p) : p E Q ). We call 
* Current address: Department of Mathematics, North Dakota State University, Fargo, 
North Dakota 58105. 
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K the set of n-piecewise monotone functions, or simply, the set of piecewise 
monotone functions. We point out that several entities defined in this 
article including K(p) and K depend on n although such dependence is 
suppressed in their notation. Given f in C, a function g in E c B is called 
a best approximation to f from E if l/f- g/l = inf( IIf- hII: h E E}. In this 
article, we consider the problem of finding a best approximation to f in C 
from K(p), K, K(p) n C, and Kn C. 
In Section 2, we analyze some properties of K(p) and K, and establish 
the existence and characterization of a best approximation to f in C from 
these sets. In Section 3, we demonstrate the existence and nonuniqueness of 
best approximations from K(p) n C and Kn C. The latter obviously 
implies the nonuniqueness of best approximations from K(p) and K. 
If n = 1, the above problem is included in the best uniform monotone 
approximation investigated in [S]. If n = 2, the problem is a slightly 
restricted version of the best uniform quasi-convex approximation studied 
in [lo, 11, 131. Quasi-convex functions are considered in [2, 3, 51. A 
slightly general concept of piecewise monotone functions is used in [ 121 to 
establish the existence of a best L, approximation from various function 
classes including quasi-convex, convex, n-convex, and star-shaped. 
Additional references on piecewise monotone functions are [i, 6, 71. 
2. BEST APPROXIMATION FROM K(p) AND K 
In this section we establish some properties of K(p) and K, and also the 
existence and characterization of best approximations from these sets. 
Let f EB. For Ec B, let p(f, E)=inf{ l/f-hll: heE}. Define d(p)= 
p(f,K(p)), PEG, and d*=p(f,K). Then, d*=inf{d(p): p~f2). We 
denote by K*(p) (resp. K*) the set of all best approximations to f from 
K(p) (resp. K). Let also P* = (PEG!: d(p)=d*}. We call P* the set of 
best knot vectors for piecewise monotone approximation to f; this 
terminology is justified by Theorem 2.3(b) below. The left-hand and right- 
hand limits of h at x are denoted by h(x-) and h(x+), respectively. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Existence of a best approximation from K and a best knot 
vector). If f E C, then there exist p* E P* and g* E K(p*)n K*. Thus 
P”#@. 
Proof (As in [9] or [12]). Let T(h) denote the total variation of a 
function h on 1 If h E K, then there exists q E Q such that h E K(q). We have, 
T(h)= i Ih(q;)-h(qi~,)I + i Ih(q~~)-Nqi)l~4~llhll. 
i=l i=l 
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Now for each positive integer k, there exists hk E K such that i/f-- hklj 6 
A* + l/k. Hence, l/hkll < llfli + A* + 1. Then hk E K(q@‘) and, by the above 
result, T(h,) d 4n ljhkll <4n(llfll + A* + 1). By the compactness of .Q a 
Helly’s selection theorem [4, p. 2221, there exist subsequences pck) and 
of q(k) and hk, respectively, so that pck) --, p* and g, -+ g* pointwise. Then 
IIf- g*I/ d A*. Clearly, g* may not be in K(p*). We redefine g* at the 
points p*, 1 < i < n - 1, to equal its right-hand limits at these points. 
g* EK(~*) and, by the continuity of f we have jif- g*Ij = d*. 
g* E K*. Also, A* = A(p*) and p* E P*. The proof is complete. 
We now establish some properties of K(p) and K. A subset E of 
called a cone if f E E implies that Af E E for all 12 0. It is easy to show that 
a cone E is convex if and only if f + h E E whenever f, h E E. Note that if 
n = 1, then Sz = {p} and K= K(p), where p = (a, b). In the next proposition, 
the topology under consideration is the one generated by the uniform 
norm. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (a) For all PE Sz and n > I, K(p) and 
closed convex cones. 
(b) For n = 1, K and K n C are closed convex cones. For n 3 2, K and 
K n C are cones which are not convex, K is not closed, but K n C is closed” 
ProojI We first show that K A C is closed. Let h, E K n C and h E 
Ijh -h,/ + 0 as k -+ co. Then, by uniform convergence, he C. As in 
Theorem 2.1, there exists a subsequence g, of h, with gk E K(pck’) so ‘k 
g, -+ g* pointwise and pck) -+ p*. Then h = g* and, by continu 
hcK(p*). Hence hEKnCand KnCisclosed. 
We now show that K is not closed for n 3 2; it suffices to do so for pz = 2. 
Let ~?=2, I=[-& l], f(x)=0 for -l<x<O, and =1-x for O<xGl. 
Clearly, f E B\K. Let qck) = ( - 1, l/k, 1 f, k 3 2. ehe fk(x)= 
-16X60, =l for O<x<l/k, and =1-x for l/kdxdl. 
fk E K(qck”) c K, and 11 f - fklj = l/k -+ 0 as k -+ CD. Hence f is in the closure 
of K. Thus K is not closed. 
The remaining assertions may be established irectly from the de~~~t~~~s 
by elementary methods. The proof is complete. 
We note that the cone of quasi-convex functions considered in 
[ 10, 11, 131 is closed and contains the cone K for n = 2, and the latter is 
not closed as shown above. 
Let f EB. If adxdy<b and 1 dkdn, define 
FdX> .Y)= (f(x)-f(J'))/2, k odd, 
= (f(v)-f(x)vL k even. 
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For any interval Jc 1, let d,(J) = sup{F,(x, y): x, y E J, x < y}. Note that, 
when k is odd (resp. even), d,(J) is a measure of the extent by which f fails 
to be nondecreasing (resp. nonincreasing) on J. For p E 0, let 6(p) = 
max{d,(l,): ldkdn). Let also 6*=inf{6(p): ~EQ} and P={~EQ: 
6(p) = 6* >, the subset of Q on which 6 attains its minimum. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let DEB. 
(a) d(p)=0 for some pea if and only iffeK(p). 
(b) IffeK then 6*=0. 
(c) If f E C then 6(p) is a continuous function of p E Q. Hence, 6* = 0 
ifandonly$fEKnC. 
Prooj (a) This follows directly from the definition of K(p). 
(b) IffEKthenfEK(p)forsomePEQand6(p)=O.HenceJ*=O. 
(c) For p E Q, let llplj denote the Euclidean norm. Let E > 0. Since 
f E C, there exists p > 0 such that 1 f(x) - f (y)l <E whenever Ix- yI < p. 
Let p,qESZ with llp-q11 <p. Then Ipk-qkl <p for all OdkGn. Hence, if 
I,= CP~-~, pk) and Jk= Cqkpl, qd, then we have 14(b)-dk(Jk)l 68, as 
may be easily shown. Hence, )6(p) - 6(q)/ < E and 6 is continuous. Now, if 
6* = 0 then there exists p with 6* = 6(p) = 0. Then f E K(p) c K. The proof 
is complete. 
The example of Proposition 2.1 also illustrates that, in general, the 
continuity condition of f in Theorem 2.1 cannot be dropped and the 
converse of Proposition 2.2(b) is not true. For f defined in the proof of 
Proposition 2.1, A* = 0 and a best approximation from K does not exist. 
Also, s(q@‘) -+ 0 as k + co. Hence 6* = 0 but f E B\K. 
ForpES;r,andldj<n,defineg,,g,inKby 
~~(x)=suP{f(Y):Pj-1dY6x}-6(P)~xErj~ j odd 
~su~{f(~)~x~~~pj}~~(p)~x~~j~ j even, 
and 
~,(x)=inf{f(y):x~ydpj}+6(p),xEIj, j odd, 
=inf{f(y):pj-1dydx}+6(p),xEIj, j even. 
THEOREM 2.2 (Best Approximation from K(p)). Let p E $2, f E B and 
g E K(p). Then the following holds. 
(a) (Duality) A(p) = 6(p). 
(b) (Existence andcharacterization) Both gp, gp E K*(p) with g, < g,. 
Furthermore, g E K*(p) if and only if gp < g < gp. 
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Proof. Applying [S, part 1, Theorem 2.11 with w identically equal to 1 
to each interval Ii we obtain the required results. The arguments given 
there hold even if some of the intervals are half-open. The maximum of B’s 
for all intervals gives 6(p). The proof is complete. 
THEOREM 2.3 (Best Approximation from K). Let f E C and gE Then 
the following holds. 
(a) (Duality) A* = 6*. 
(b) (Optimalknots) P*=P={peQ: K(p)nK*#@)f@. 
(6) (Characterization) gE K* lj’and only if there exists a PEP sue!. 
that ,gp < gd gp. (Both gp and gp are in K*.) ~o~seq~e~t~~l, 
K” = U ( [gp, gp]: p E P}, where [g, g,] denotes the “‘function interval” 
b:K: gp~.qJ 
Proof. (a) and (b) By Theorem 2.2(a), for each PEG, A(p) = 6(p). 
Wence, A* = 6* and P* = P. There latter is nonempty by Theorem 2.1. 
Now, by the definition of P*, we have P* 3 (p ED: K(p) n K* # ,@ >. %f 
p E P*, then, by Theorem 2.2(b), there exists a best approximation g to f 
from K(p) with /If - gjl = A(p) = A*. Hence, gE K” and (b) is establis 
(c) Note that gc K* if and only if g E K*(p), where p E P* = P. 
result now follows from Theorem 2.2(b). 
The proof is complete. 
3. BEST APPROXIMATION FROM K(p)n C AND KnC 
Ln this section we obtain the existence, characterization, and ~o~u~~q~~- 
ness of best approximations from K(p) n C and K n C. 
We first define some notation. Let f E C. For 0 <x < y < 1, let 
m(x, y) = min{ f (z): x<zd y} and M(x, y)=max(f(z): x<z< y>. 
the continuity of ft for any (open, half-open, or closed) nonempty subinter- 
val J of I with endpoints x, y, we have d,(J) = dk( [Ix, y]), for all 1 <k < ra. 
For convenience, in the rest of the exposition, we denote dk([x, y]) by 
dk(x, y). We now establish two basic results. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let f E C, p E P, and k be a fixed integer with 1 <k <n - 1. 
(4 Let Pf)E Cpk-~, Pkfll such that f(pf))=M(pk--, pk+:) for 
odd k and f(pf’)=m(p,-,, P~+~) for even k. Then, dk(pkul, pi1’)<6* 
and k+ l(p~‘, Pk+l)Gd*. 
(b) Let pr’ E [pp, pk+ 1] such that the following (i) and (ii) /“roEa!, 
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0) for odd k, ~(P~))=WP,-~,P~+~), m(pky P!?)<~(P~LI)= 
m(pk-2, pk), and pYAl = in+ E Cpk, ~$9: f(z) =mh, PP)>, 
(ii) for even k, f(pj?)=m(pk-l, P~+I), m(p,, ~!?)<f(~k-I)= 
M(p,-,, pk), andp~l, =inf{zE Ipk, PPI: f(z)=W~~, PC’)>. 
Then, d,(py!,,pr’)<6* ~ndd,-,(p,-,,p~~~)%6*. 
ProojI (a) We present only the proof for odd k. If pr) = pk, then the 
result holds by the definition of dk. If pi” < pk, then dk(pkp 1, pi’)) < 
dk(pkml,pk)<8*. Assume dk+1(pf),pk+l)>8*. Then, there exist two 
points x<y in [pr’, pk+i] such that f(v)-f(x)>26*. If pr)<xXpp,, 
then we have, 
d&--l, pk)a (f(Pp’)-f(x))/23 (fb-f(x))/2’6*, 
which is a contradiction. Similarly, if pk < x d pk+ r, then dk+ l(pk, pk+ 1) 
> (f(v) -f(x))/2 > 6*, a contradiction. The case pt’ > pk can be handled 
similarly to obtain a contradiction. 




as shown above. Hence, dk- 1(pk--2, pp? r) < 6*. The proof is complete. 
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Define subsets Q and Q* of Sz by 
Q={PE~:M(P~~~I,P~)=M(P,,P~-~~), i odd, and 
m(Pi-l~ Pilzm(Pi, Pi+113 ieven,where4<idn-I), 
Q* = {~~Q:f(~i),=M(pi-l, ~i+l), i odd, and 
f(PJ=@-1, PiilL ieven, where 1 di<n- 11. 
Clearly, Q* c Q. We call Q* the set of alternant lscal extremal points of J 
These sets play an important role in the analysis. The proof of the 
following proposition provides an iterative procedure for constructing a 
best knot vector in Q* from a given initial best knot vector. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let f E C. Then P* n Q* # @, and consequently, 
QxQ*#@ 
Proof. By Theorem 2.2 (b), P* = P # @. Let p E P. Also, let k be the 
smallest index such that f ( pk) does not assume, on [ pk ~. i, pk+ i 1, its local 
maximum for odd k or local minimum for even k, where I d k GM - 1. 
first consider the case when k is odd. Find py’ E [ pk- 1, pk+ 1 ] such that 
f(pr)) = M(p&,, P~+~) and replace Pk by pf). If k= 1 then let pi’) = p,. 
Now suppose that k>3. If f(pk--l)=m(pkP2,pc)), then let pj’)=--~?~, 
i = 0, 1, . ..) k- 1. Otherwise we deduce pk<pF) and m(pk, ~)ir))<S(p~-~). 
Let 
ppL i = inf(z E [ pk, #'I: f(z)= mtpk> Pi?>, 
and replace pk- 1 by p:L 1. By Lemma 3.1, we have dk- i(pk--2, pi11 I) 6 
6*, dk(p~~l,, pc’)96*, and dktl(pF), pk+l)d6*. AlSO, we have 
f(p~11,)=NPk-2, pr’) and f(p~‘)=M(pilLIy P~+~). If f(pk-d= 
M(p,-,, pyll), then let pil)=pi, i=O, l,..., k-2. Otherwise we 
that pkpl < PAL, and M(P,-,, p~?I)>f(~,-2), and let 
py1 2 = inf{z f5 [ Pk-1, PLl:f(z)=~(pk-1, PL)h 
Replace pk-2 by pFL2. Thus, dk-z(pk--3, pf12)<6*, dk-i(PrL,, Pj;“:,) 
<s*, dk(ptll, pc))<6*, and dk+l(pil), ~~+])<a*, with f(p?>..il,)= 
~(p,~,, pilAl), f(pjll,)=m(pj& P,$ and f(~~))=M(~12’1~, I++~). 
By repeating this procedure, we obtain prl 3, . . . . pi”‘, p’,” such that 
(a) (pf’, Pi’), . . . . pi’), pk+ 1, -.., pn) E p, with dj” = PC, 
(b) f(p!‘)) = M(pjt’,,pj:‘,), i= 1, 3, . . . . k-2, f(pi”“) = m(pj?lt p!:),), 
i = 2: 4, . . . . k - 1, andf(p~‘)=M(p~~~,pk+,). 
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Let p!‘)=p- 1) i=k+l > 
to pcli and obtain p . 
.. . . n. Then, p (i) E P We apply the same procedure . 
(2) Continuing in this manner, in r < II iterations we 
obtain a required p”’ E P n Q*. If k is even, we use a similar construction 
to find an element in Pn Q*. The proof is complete. 
The proofs of the following main results depend on the nonemptiness of 
the sets P n Q*, Q*, and Q as shown in the above proposition. We denote 
by C” = P(1) the set of all infinitely differentiable functions on I. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Best approximation from K(p) n C). Let n > 2, p E Sz and 
fEC. 
(a) (Existence) Both g,,, fp E K*(p) n C if and only if p E Q, andfor 
such P, 4~) = ~(f, K(P)) = ~(f, K(P) n C). 
(b) (Nonuniqueness) Suppose that pee*. Then K*(p)n C (and 
hence K*(p)) is not a singleton if and only if f E C\K(p). 
(c) (C” approximation) If p E Q and f E C\K(p), then there exists 
gEK*(p)n C”, andhence, d(p)=p(J; K(p))=p(f, K(p)n C”“). 
ProoJ (a) By Theorem 2.2(b), gP and eP are in K*(p). As in [S, 
part I], we conclude that both _g,(x) and g,(x) are continuous at x #pi for 
1 < i < n - 1, right-continuous at pi for 0 < i < n - 1, and left-continuous at 
p,,. Suppose that p E Q. Then, using the definition of Q, it is easy to verify 
that g,(~~:)=M(Pi-l, P~)-~(P)=M(P,, pi+l)--(~)=gp(~,), for iodd. 
Also, _gP( pi ) = f( pi) - 6(p) = g,(p,), for i even. Hence, _gP E C. Similarly, 
gP E C, Conversely, if gP and -gP~ C, then, using the definition of these 
functions and arguing as above at pi, we conclude that p E Q. 
(b) By (a), if K*(p) n C is a singleton then gP = gP. Then, by the 
definition of Q* we have f (pl) -6(p) = g,(pl) = g,(p,) = f (PI) +6(p).. 
This gives 6(p) = 0 and f E K(p). The converse is obvious. 
sirnil:! Th’ 
is is established for n = 1 in [8, part I]. The proof for yz > 2 is 
The proof is complete. 
THEOREM 3.2 (Best Approximation from Kn C). Let n > 2, f E C, and 
gEKnC. 
(a) (Existence) Both gp, gp E K” n C if and only if p E Pn Q. Also, 
d * = P(A K) = PM Kn C). 
(b) (Characterization) gE K* n C if and only if gp < g < gp, where 
p E P. 
(c) (Nonuniqueness) K* n C (and hence K*) is not a singleton if and 
only if f E C\K. 
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(cl) (C” approxiination) If f E C\K, then there exists gE K* n C”. 
Hence, A* = p(f, K) = p(f, K n C” ). 
ProoJ (a) Clearly, gP, gP E K” n C if an only if gP, gpe K*(p) n 6, 
where p E P. The result now follows from Theorem 3.1(a). 
(b) As above, gEK*r\Cif and only if gcK*(p)nC, where PEP. 
The result then follows from Theorem 2.2(b). 
(c) Suppose that K* n C is a singleton. Let p E Pn Q*. Since 
Q* c Q, by (a) gP, gP~ K* n C. Then gP, gP E K*(p) n C. Since K* n C is 
a singleton, we have gP = 2, and hence, K*(p) n C is a singleton. 
Theorem 3.1(b), we conclude that f~ K(p) c K. The converse is obvious. 
(d) This is established for n = 2 in [lo] using methods of [g, 
The proof for n > 2 is similar. 
The proof is complete. 
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